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Set yourself and your student up for 
success as your prepare for your next 

IEP/504 Meeting with the public school 
system. This simple guide will walk you 

through 10 Key Details to consider during 
your student’s next IEP/504 Meeting Cycle 

and set you up for future success by 
creating a greater awareness of your rights, 
your mindset, and how to build the support 

team that best fits your child. 

IEP/504 Pre-Meeting 
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A Guide for Parents of Children with 
ADHD in the Public School System 
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□ Educational Evaluation: 
Your student has been evaluated by the school and/or private specialist. Do you 
understand the results of the evaluation? This evaluation will be a significant document 
used in determining your child’s needs and capabilities.  

If you are unclear what all of the statistics and measurements mean, do not hesitate to 
ask someone with the expertise to interpret the testing results. Your student’s stats may 
include things such as processing speed, literacy and comprehension scores, cognitive 
abilities & IQ. In addition, the evaluation will likely include the specified disabilities and 
struggles that your student has demonstrated academically, as well as recommended 
accommodations. 

The more you understand this document, the easier it might be for you to actively 
participate in the meeting.  

□ Start a Binder: 
You may have already begun to collect examples of work that demonstrates your 
student’s academic struggles. A 3-ring binder can be infinitely helpful going forward. 
This will help you stay organized for future meetings and ensure that everything is in 
one place. 

The following items are recommended for the student binder: 

1. Current & Past IEP/504s 
2. Evaluations Performed 
3. School contact information and specifics that are helpful for your student, copies 

of letters to teachers regarding your student (i.e. – Introduction Letters sent to 
teachers at the beginning of the school year) 

4. Medical reports or evaluations that speak to classroom education needs & 
contact information. 

□ Keep a Log: 
If you haven’t done so already, it might be a good idea to begin keeping a log or written 
record of all interactions that you have had with educators and medical professionals 
related to your student’s learning needs. Dates, names, places and conversations will 
help you establish a timeline and ensure that you are able to stay organized and on top 
of your student’s legal rights and highlight potential red flags for changes to be 
addressed or accommodations that are having a significant impact on the student 
(positive or negative). This will help your entire team as time progresses. 

*This is something that you may want to add to your Educational Records Binder. 

□ Know Your Rights: 
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It is important to know your rights going into an IEP/504 meeting. A child with ADHD is 
protected by IDEA/ADA. Depending upon the level of severity of a student’s disabilities, 
they may receive more or less protection under the law. A great resource for legal 
information and resources can be found at www.wrightslaw.com. You can find 
information more specific to ADHD at www.understood.org  or www.helpforadhd.org  

Your student has a right to an education in the least restrictive environment.  

□ Build Your Support Team: 
You team is critical to your student’s success in school. For some students, this includes 
outside help such as tutors, doctors, caregivers and therapists. In the school, this may 
include guidance counselors, special education staff, in-house therapists to address 
disabilities that impact learning (i.e. – an Occupational Therapist to work on fine motor 
skills for handwriting), classroom teachers, the school nurse and even the Principal. 

Take a moment to identify the individuals in your student’s school that make an impact 
on their education. These are the individuals on your team that you will need to work 
with on behalf of your student, and getting to know them by name can work to your 
advantage when your student needs help most. 

The individuals on your child’s school are also good candidates to receive a welcome 
letter each fall with notes about your student – strengths and struggles, 
accommodations and needs, contact information for you and other adults they may 
need during the school year, and any personal details that may provide staff with 
further insight to what makes your child thrive! 

□ Mindset Matters:  
Your student is struggling and you are determined to help. Check your mindset before 
you head into an educational meeting. Whether this is your first IEP/504Meeting or a 
review meeting, remember that this is a discovery process for everyone in the room. A 
few deep breaths can lower your heartrate and calm the nerves. Check in with yourself 
– what are you feeling emotionally and physically? Visualize the outcome you are 
looking for in this process. You may even want to write down a list of questions or 
concerns that you would like to have addressed. It is the public school’s goal to enable 
your child to learn in a fair and inclusive environment wherever possible – they do not 
have to provide the best experience, but it must be fair and on par with the average 
student.  

□ Define You Goal(s):  
Getting really clear on what you want for your student and from your school is an 
essential piece of building that bridge with the educational system. For example, if your 
child has a hard time sitting for extended periods of time, what can be done to help 
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him/her attend and learn while respecting this need to move (i.e. – fidgets, permission 
to leave the room for a short break, permission to stand, etc.). 

□ Bring an Advocate 
An IEP/504 Meeting can be overwhelming for even the most prepared/educated of 
parents. Do not be afraid to enlist the help of a friend, your child’s doctor/therapist or 
an educational advocate. Bringing someone with you to the meeting can help you in 
multiple ways. They can record the meeting or take notes on your behalf, ask additional 
questions or make sure that you understand everything that is being communicated, 
and, if a concern, possibly provide support to ensure that your student’s legal rights are 
being met. 

It is well within your rights to bring someone with you into these meetings. 

□ Educate Your Student: 
For some students, it might be appropriate for them to join the conversation regarding 
their education. If this may help them self-advocate for their own educational needs, 
education and insight into their personal struggles and disabilities can be empowering.  

For many students with ADHD, understanding how their brain works can often lead to 
greater understanding of certain struggles and how certain accommodations help them 
stay on track. This is particularly helpful for older students with the desire & capacity to 
self-advocate. For younger students, it may simply be helpful for them to understand 
more about their learning struggles. For more guidance on this, you may want to consult 
your student’s physician. 

Some older students have been present during these meetings. The decision to include 
your student in the process is a personal & individual choice. If you are considering 
taking this step but have concerns, it may be best to consult your student’s physician or 
therapist for professional advice. 

□ Take Time to Review the Final Plan 
You student’s IEP/504 Plan will be drafted based upon the conversations that take place 
in your meeting. Once the report and recommendations are drafted, you will be given a 
copy and asked to sign off in agreement with the plan. DO NOT feel pressured to sign 
this legal document on the spot. Take the time to review it at home or with an advocate 
of your choosing. Make sure you understand the entire document and ask questions if 
there is something that you do not quite understand.  

If there is something in the document with which you do not agree, DO NOT sign. You 
will need to bring up your questions and changes with the team from your student’s 
meeting. 


